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State of disrepair: 
Deconstructing 
Michigan’s roads

Cracks split high-traffic interstate highways like the San Andreas Fault. 
Local roads are pock-marked with gaping craters resembling the surface 
of the moon. And beneath seemingly intact streets lurk gaps between 

the pavement and the ground, just waiting for tires to crush them into potholes.

Township officials and their residents don’t need to be 
told our state’s roads are in disrepair. A simple drive down 
any local street or even a major thoroughfare makes this 
obvious. After one of the worst winters in recent memory, 
the state’s transportation system is in a dire situation. A 
deeper-than-usual frost has crumbled even the most resilient 
of roads, threatening to bring Michigan’s road system 
back to a level not seen since 1997. Meanwhile, the state’s 
transportation budget lags far behind the estimated $1.4 
to more than $2 billion needed annually to bring the road 
system to good condition.

Michigan’s location poses significant challenges to its 
roads. Its harsh winters and freeze-thaw cycles wreak havoc 
on pavement, and its widely varying soil can provide less-
than-solid foundations for roads. However, some experts 
believe that these obstacles could be overcome if proper 
funding was in place. The problem, they said, is that roads 
haven’t been a priority in Michigan for years. As a result, the 
cost of bringing our state’s roads up to par is rising each year 
that nothing is done.

Gregory Johnson, chief operations officer and chief 
engineer of the Michigan Department of Transportation 
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(MDOT) said MDOT is looking for ways to be more 
effective and efficient with new materials and technologies. 
However, those innovations can only do so much.

“The bottom line is it takes the proper investment in the 
transportation system,” Johnson said. “If we want to have a 
top-quality, world-class transportation system, it takes the 
dollars of investment.”

The state of our roads
The U.S. Census Bureau ranked Michigan dead last in the 
entire country for its per-capita spending on roads. In Fiscal 
Year 2009-10, the most recent year figures were available, 
Michigan spent just $154 per person on its highways, or 
about 0.45 percent of personal income. Our state has ranked 
at least 42nd or worse in per-capita roads spending for the 
last half-century.

As a result, our roads are in serious decline. According to 
the 2012 Pavement Surface Evaluation and Ratings (PASER) 
system, one-third of Michigan’s state highways and major 
county and local roads are rated in poor condition, 48 percent 
are rated fair and only 19 percent are in good condition.

Poor roads aren’t just costly to the government. 
Deteriorating conditions and lack of safety features cost 
residents about $7.7 billion annually in operating costs, 
lost time and wasted fuel, according to TRIP, a national 
nonprofit transportation research group. That breaks down to 
$1,600 per person in Detroit, $1,027 in Grand Rapids and 
$1,032 in Lansing. Our roads are costing citizens their lives, 
with 4,620 people killed in traffic accidents from 2008 to 
2012. They can even keep police, fire and emergency medical 
technician personnel from responding to accidents in a timely 
manner. 

How we got here
Roads weren’t always an afterthought in Michigan. As the 
mass-produced automobile was being born here, so was the 
modern road-building industry. Michigan is home to the first 
mile of concrete road, built in 1909, as well as the first below-
grade superhighway, the Davison, built in 1942. 

Johnson said Michigan once had one of the most 
respected road systems in the nation. MDOT was among 
the first agencies to jump on board with the push to build 
interstate highways back in the 1950s and ‘60s. 

Michigan completed its last mile of the interstate system in 
the early 1990s, and most thought the job of road investment 
was finished. But as the state’s commitment to transportation 
funding decreased, so did the condition of the roads.

“With roadways, you continually have to make 
investments to keep that roadway in good condition,” 
Johnson said.

MDOT came to that realization in the 1980s and began 
a program called capital preventive maintenance, something 
Johnson compared to regularly changing the oil in your 
vehicle. The program focuses on sealing cracks, micro-
surfacing and concrete crack treatment to extend the life of 
roads. 

Why local roads matter
•	 More	than	85	percent	of	Michigan	residents	 

drive home on a local road. Freeways are important, 
but they don’t reach your driveway.

•	 Buses	driving	around	closed	or	weight-restricted	roads	
and bridges increases the time children are on buses, 
increasing bus expenses and taking money out of the 
classroom.

•	 Fewer	snow	plow	operators	and	older	equipment	
lengthen the time needed to make roads safe in 
winter.

•	 Closed	or	weight	restricted	bridges	increase	response	
times for police, fire and emergency workers.

•	 Ambulances	experience	longer	travel	times	due	to	
slower speeds and detours.

•	 Good	roads	create	and	attract	jobs,	projecting	the	
image that Michigan is open for business.

•	 Corporate	real	estate	executives	rated	transportation	
second among their top 10 considerations for 
business expansion and site selection.

•	 Local	roads	connect	tourists	with	Pure	Michigan	
attractions.

•	 Local	roads	and	bridges	move	Michigan’s	perishable	
fruit and vegetables across the state and around the 
world.

•	 Many	local	bridges	and	culverts	are	too	narrow	to	
accommodate the size and weight of modern farm 
equipment.

Information provided by the County Road Association  
of Michigan.
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Our state has ranked at least 42nd or worse in per-capita roads spending 
for the last half-century. As a result, our roads are in serious decline. 

Despite the preventive maintenance, Michigan’s 
transportation funding lagged behind what was needed, and 
the roads suffered. Under former Gov. John Engler, the 
gas tax was finally increased in 1997 after Michigan’s roads 
had become some of the worst in the nation. Engler and 
lawmakers discussed an increase as high as 10 cents, but in 
the end, the most they could agree to was 4 cents, bringing 
the tax to its current rate of 19 cents per gallon.

MDOT had set a goal to improve 95 percent of its 
freeway pavements and bridges to good or fair condition, 
and 85 percent of all other roads to good or fair condition 
by 2007, according to a study “The Road Not Taken,” by 
Gordon Proctor and Associates. The 4-cent increase fell far 
short of meeting and maintaining that goal. Estimates show 
that Michigan needed a 9-cent increase to meet this goal 
without borrowing money, and a 14-cent increase to sustain 
the goal conditions until 2012.

Without the necessary incoming revenue, MDOT 
borrowed money and used one-time federal stimulus dollars 
to meet its goal. The principal and interest cost MDOT 
nearly $103 million in 2012, according to the study. MDOT 
came close to its debt limit and was unable to borrow at the 
level it once did. At the same time, construction costs rose 
substantially, meaning the cash MDOT had no longer went 
as far as it once did. 

The County Road Association of Michigan believes the 
fundamental problem with Michigan’s roads is our state has 
not made transportation a priority for a number of years.

“Michigan was the birthplace of modern roads,” said 
Monica Ware, County Road Association of Michigan 
communications manager. “Our grandparents built this 

system. Now our roads are reaching the end of their lifespan, 
and there’s no plan to deal with it.”

In 2012, former Rep. Rick Olsen released a report 
detailing the cost of bringing Michigan’s roads up to good 
condition, with analysis performed by MDOT. Their model 
estimated it would take an additional $1.4 billion per year, 
rising to nearly $2.6 billion per year by 2023. 

This spring, however, Olsen updated his findings based on 
current road conditions and the rising cost of construction. 
Already, his original estimate has fallen short. Now, he said 
it would take about $2.183 billion in new funding, a net cost 
of an additional $387 million. His report adds that the deep 
frost resulting from the harsh winter could drive that number 
up even higher. 

“When the road rating data is collected this summer, we 
expect the resulting road condition data reported next winter 
by the Transportation Asset Management Council will look 
far worse,” the report states. “When this data is plugged into 
the model next year, this year’s study results will likely look 
very optimistic.”

How are roads funded?
Road funding comes primarily from two sources—the gas tax 
and vehicle registration fees. Michigan charges drivers 19 cents 
per gallon, an amount that has not changed since the tax was 
raised from 15 cents in 1997. Though the tax has held steady, 
the amount it brings in has declined by more than $100 
million since 2001 as gasoline sales continue to plummet. 

Drivers also pay a 6 percent sales tax at the pump, but 
none of those funds go to roads. Instead, the tax is set 
aside to pay for schools and revenue sharing. County Road 
Association of Michigan Director Denise Donohue said 
that amounts to about $1 billion each year that isn’t spent on 
transportation.

The gas tax was originally the largest source of 
transportation dollars. Today, it falls just below vehicle 
registration, which now accounts for about 48 percent of 
the transportation budget and was estimated to bring in 
$905 million in Fiscal Year 2013-14. Other, smaller funding 
sources include state taxes on diesel and motor carrier fuel, 
aviation fuel and liquefied petroleum. 

Money from each of these sources is funneled into the 
Michigan Transportation Fund (MTF). Several deductions 
are first taken off the top, including dollars for the 
administration of state agencies and MDOT as well as the 
Bridge Fund and public transportation. Then, money is sent 
to state and local agencies through a formula established in 
Public Act 51 of 1951. The state, which is responsible for 
8 percent of Michigan roads, receives 39.1 percent, as do 
county road agencies, which control 75 percent of Michigan 
roads. The other 21.8 percent goes to cities and villages for 
the remaining 17 percent of the state’s roads.
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Townships are not part of the PA 51 formula, as their 
roads are under the control of county road commissions. 
However, most townships work with their local commissions 
to fix their roads, and many spend general fund dollars to 
help pay for repairs, even though they’re not required to do 
so. Township residents believe roads are so important that 
many have passed millages to provide additional funding 
for roads. Townships spend about $160 million a year 
on roads from millages, general operating funds, special 
assessments and money from the Metropolitan Extension 
Telecommunication Rights-of-Way Act.

Their dollars have become crucial as residents ask 
their township government to do something about their 
deteriorating local roads. By law, county road commissions 
can only spend half of their MTF money on local roads, 
and the rest must be spent on primary roads. The law does 
not specify where the remaining revenues are to come from, 
and townships that want their roads to be a priority may 
choose to put skin in the game. Townships such as Breitung 
Charter Township (Dickinson Co.) and Roscommon 
Township (Roscommon Co.) strike deals with their county 
road commissions, in which the township provides funds for 
gravel, asphalt, culverts and other supplies, and the county 
provides the engineering and construction work. Most 
counties even have matching requirements for townships in 
order to work on their roads.

The problem with the MTF is that it isn’t churning out 
enough cash to keep up with the rising cost of repairing 
roads. Because of inflation, the 4-cent increase on the gas 
tax passed more than 15 years ago is only worth about 
half that amount today. Drivers are cutting back on their 
fuel purchases, both through buying cars with better gas 
mileage and choosing to drive only when necessary. They’re 
also keeping their vehicles longer, putting a dent in the 
registration revenue stream.

Costs, meanwhile, are anything but steady. Blair Ballou, 
engineer-manager of the Eaton County Road Commission, 
estimates that in the last 10 years, the cost of asphalt 
patching has risen by 75 percent, while road salt costs  
80 percent more. In that same period, his MTF revenue  
has dropped below its peak level of $8.4 million in 2004 to 
nearly $7.7 million in 2013.

“We’ve got kind of a perfect storm here,” Donohue said.

Road design: A failing foundation
The local roads you use to drive to the township hall or take 
your children to school probably weren’t initially built with 
today’s technology and the weight of modern vehicles in 
mind. Today’s county roads evolved from township roads, 
built not by a road commission but mostly by the citizens 
who lived on them. In the mid-1800s, townships coordinated 
the road work in their jurisdiction under the supervision of a 
highway commissioner or overseer. Able-bodied men were 
expected to participate in road construction or maintenance 
for at least 30 days each year, which allowed them to work 

off their road tax. If they didn’t help, they faced a financial 
penalty.

The result of this system was a network of cheaply built 
roads constructed by amateurs. Local roads were built for 
simple land access and travel by a horse and wagon. 

In the early 1900s, county road commissions were created 
and slowly took over township roads, using state funds to 
improve them. However, even these improvements were 
done to satisfy the needs of the time. The engineers who 
paved the roads never imagined they would be traveled by 
165,000-pound trucks, or cars that reach speeds well past 
55 miles per hour. Even the bridges were only built to carry 
about 15 tons, a limit far undersized for today’s needs.

Some of these original roads were torn out and rebuilt, 
but many have only seen surface-level improvements. These 
roads’ surface condition and pavement structure won’t last as 
long as new roads built from the foundation up with up-to-
date knowledge and technology.

“In many cases, you’re driving on a roadway where the 
base and everything but the surface does date from the initial 
construction,” Ballou said.

State trunkline roads are several decades newer than local 
roads, but many are still well past their prime, Johnson said. 
He pointed to Interstate 94 in Detroit as an example. The 
original concrete pavement beneath the surface is about  
60 years old, built with 1950s technology and materials.

Old roads can be maintained, but only to a certain point. 
“We design pavements generally for 20 to 25 years, 

but with that, if you do appropriate, timely, preventative 
maintenance, we’ve taken roadways to 40 or 50 years, with 
decent ride quality still being maintained,” Johnson said.  
“But once you get to that 40- or 50-year point, you’re pretty 
much toast.”

Today, engineers have the knowledge, technology and 
materials to build longer-lasting roads. Modern design 
includes drainage features such as culverts and ditches to keep 
water away from the pavement. Local roads are built with an 
engineered aggregate base and sub-base below the asphalt, 
providing a sturdier foundation that can take the pounding of 
current traffic patterns and weights. State highways are built 
to a national standard, with extensive earthwork, drainage 
and layers of gravel put in place before the road is ever paved.

We are your full service Milling,         
Pulverizing and Stabilizing Contractor 
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process and take care of your cement/
lime stabilization/foamed asphalt and  

www.wecanmillit.com ● 419-392-5056  -  Mr. Jim Zibbel, Project Manager           
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Township residents believe roads are so important that many have 
passed millages to provide additional funding for roads. Townships spend 
about $160 million a year on roads from millages, general operating 
funds, special assessments and money from the Metropolitan Extension 
Telecommunication Rights-of-Way Act.

The problem is that these carefully built roads are also 
extremely expensive, and the cost of reconstructing a road is 
far higher than maintaining it. MDOT spent about  
$60 million tearing out the old materials and reconstructing 
a five-mile, six-lane segment of Interstate 96 west of Lansing 
a few years ago. State roads such as M-43 would cost about 
$1 million per mile to tear out and reconstruct. In contrast, 
maintaining a higher-scale roadway costs about $25,000 of 
lane mile each year.

Ideally, MDOT and county road commissions would 
focus on a mixture of maintenance and reconstruction each 
year. But flat or declining budgets have pushed the focus to 
maintenance, where their dollars will go further.

“At this time, we are probably out of balance with more 
maintenance than reconstructs,” Johnson said. “Getting that 
right amount of funding so you can have the right balance of 
reconstructs and preventive maintenance is the key.”

Soil, weather working against us
Michigan’s unique soil can make maintaining roads a near-
impossible feat. Located in the center of the Great Lakes, 
Michigan has a wide variety of soil types thanks to the 
ancient glaciers that carved our state’s landscape. Eastern 
areas have thick, heavy clay, the worst type of soil for 
building roads. Areas near the Detroit River have soil that 
Johnson described as “toothpaste clay”—a hard, crusty surface 
covering a mushy layer underneath. The western half of the 
state tends to have sand, which is more optimal for roads.

Construction crews collect soil samples to determine what 
lies beneath the surface, then account for the soil type in 
their road design. However, the soil isn’t always laid out in 
a predictable manner, said Karl Hanson, Wexford County 
Road Commission county highway engineer. 

“You can have your soil base change every 100 feet,” 
Hanson said. “It’s not laid down in the nice, pretty layers that 
we’d like it to be.”

These unpredictable soil deposits can cause road failure 
more quickly for the patches of road on top of them than the 
surrounding areas. Rain and cold weather can force the road 
to pop up from the ground beneath it, crumbling beneath 
the pressure of heavy vehicles. Soil can mean the difference 
between a road lasting many years and cracking in the first 
winter, Hanson said.

Older roads also weren’t built with the technology to 
mitigate the effects of soft soil and clay. Highways in the 
Detroit area experience constant cracking and potholes 
because of the old foundation beneath the asphalt.

Compounding these problems is Michigan’s harsh 
winters. Moisture is the worst enemy of even the best-
designed roads, quickly compromising the integrity of asphalt 
and concrete. At night, that moisture freezes and expands, 
only to melt during the day and freeze again the following 

night. This freeze-thaw cycle expands the moistened ground 
and pushes up the pavement. The ground contracts and 
returns to a normal level as the temperature rises, but the 
pavement stays in its new, raised position. This means that 
even though the pavement appears intact, there’s a gap 
between it and the ground. 

The pavement collapses and cracks when a vehicle drives 
over this gap, creating the potholes that can damage tires, 
rims and alignment, or cause an accident.

Deep frosts like those experienced this winter can 
compromise even the best roads. Though roads are designed 
to withstand a certain depth of frost, this winter’s unusually 
deep frost caused the soil under roadways to heave. When 
that happens, the base below the road is no longer stable, and 
the road deteriorates, Hanson said.

Weather and soil issues are an expected part of road 
maintenance in Michigan. The problem is that MDOT and 
county road commissions have fewer dollars to deal with 
them. As a result, they spend a large chunk of money on 
quick, temporary fixes, patching unsafe potholes sometimes 
over and over again. It’s not ideal, but engineers say they 
don’t have a choice. The temporary fix is the most they can 
afford, and it’s necessary to keep residents safe.

What’s the solution?
Engineers, advocates and residents alike say the answer to 
our road problems is clear—road funding must increase. 
However, making that happen is far from simple. Since 
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2011, Gov. Rick Snyder has asked the Legislature to raise 
more than $1 billion for roads through increasing the gas and 
vehicle registration fees, but no final action has resulted from 
his request.

The Legislature passed a supplemental budget bill earlier 
this year to shift $215 million from the general fund for 
roads, with $100 million being distributed to state and local 
road agencies for maintenance. But the one-time money 
will primarily help road agencies cover their costs from an 
especially expensive winter. 

House Speaker Rep. Jase Bolger (R-Marshall) has 
proposed a plan to raise as much as $450 million per year 
in transportation funding. This amount is far from the 
minimum of $1.4 billion per year needed to bring our roads 
up to standard, but legislators say it’s a start. MTA supports 
levying the gas tax at a level high enough to adequately fund 
roads. As of press time, the Senate had proposed raising 
the gas tax to a wholesale tax of 15.5 percent by 2018, 
which would bring in an additional $1.3 to $1.5 billion in 
road revenue when combined with the rest of the proposed 
transportation package.

Other states have managed to find a solution to their  
road funding problems. In 2013, Pennsylvania lawmakers 
passed Act 89, a piece of legislation that is estimated to raise 
$2.3 billion per year for roads. Like Michigan, Pennsylvania 
had suffered from nearly two decades of underfunding its 
roads. With the passage of Act 89, its transportation system 

is getting a major boost from lifting the cap on the oil 
company franchise tax paid by fuel distributors and increasing 
traffic fees, fines and surcharges, all while eliminating the 
cents-per-gallon gas tax.

So far, most in Michigan aren’t advocating for a particular 
method of increasing funding. What matters most is that the 
Legislature find a way to raise spending for roads. Experts 
agree that the longer Michigan waits to find a solution, the 
more it will cost. Every dollar that isn’t spent today on roads 
will cost $6 to $14 more later. 

MTA recently joined a coalition—Local Roads Matter 
to Michigan—made up of organizations such as the County 
Road Association of Michigan, local government associations 
and other groups united in their goal of increasing road 
funding. They hope to capitalize on the momentum in the 
funding discussion and push for a long-term solution that 
will permanently improve Michigan’s roads.

Most agree that this year’s harsh winter was the boiling 
point needed to spur lawmakers to action. 

If not now, then when?


